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ABSTRACT. Is the Supreme Court’s legitimacy in crisis? Daniel Epps and Ganesh Sitaraman argue that it is. In their Feature, How to Save the Supreme Court, they suggest legally radical reforms to restore a politically moderate Court. Unfortunately, their proposals might destroy the Court’s legitimacy in order to save it. And their case that there is any crisis may fail to persuade a reader with different legal or political priors. If the Supreme Court needs saving, it will be saving from itself, and from too broad a conception of its own legal omnipotence. A Court that seems unbound by legal principle is too powerful a weapon to leave lying around in a democracy; we should start thinking about disarmament.

INTRODUCTION

In the quiet, untroubled days of early 2018, before Justice Anthony Kennedy retired, conservative writer Michael Brendan Dougherty published the essay Anthony Kennedy Can’t Be Allowed to Die.1 No fan of the Justice’s jurisprudence, Dougherty nonetheless saw Justice Kennedy as the linchpin of America’s political order. His “mercurial” decisions handed partisans on both sides “some victories in between their defeats”; they slowed the pace of political combat and even lent “the savor of legitimacy to a closely divided country.”2 But were Justice Kennedy replaced, and the Supreme Court perceived as “the cat’s-paw of one party,” both
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sides might reach “for extraordinary measures”—court-packing, nullification, or worse—that might collapse “what’s left of our constitutional regime.”  

Dougherty had reason to worry. On the right, the 2016 campaign was marked by claims that Hillary Clinton would doom the Republic. Backed by a comfortable majority of Justices, an imperial Clinton Administration could do anything—a disaster from which conservatism would never recover. Not all legal conservatives believed this, of course, but enough Americans did to help elect Donald Trump as President: more than a quarter of his supporters named the Court as their “most important” issue.

After Justice Kennedy’s retirement, and after the wrenching confirmation process of Justice Brett Kavanaugh, a similar dynamic emerged on the left. Justice Kavanaugh’s first term was relatively free of fireworks, producing more narrow victories for liberals than for conservatives. But the politics surrounding the Court grew only sharper, with claims of “stolen” seats and calls for court-packing, partly out of fear that a conservative majority might undo anything progressives achieve. Après Kennedy, le déluge.

No President of either party would appoint a Justice Kennedy today. But in How to Save the Supreme Court, Daniel Epps and Ganesh Sitaraman suggest
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remaking the Court in something like Justice Kennedy's image. Their radical, Constitution-bending reforms are ultimately designed to produce middle-of-the-road, Kennedyesque decisions. The authors are smart, creative, and dedicated to making the system better; the legal system could use more such trial balloons. Yet their proposals—rotating the Court’s membership biweekly or requiring a partisan balance for its Justices—are unfortunately ill-conceived. They might end up destroying the Court’s legitimacy in order to save it.

Indeed, the strangest thing about these proposals is the view that the Court needs saving at all. The last three years reflect not “an unprecedented legitimacy crisis,” but a partisan realignment: something that might have occurred nearly thirty years ago, had circumstances been slightly different. That it seems like a crisis to many people is itself reflective of deep problems in our legal culture, which too often looks to judges for political guidance rather than for the decision of cases under law.

Maintaining an uneasy peace among warring factions is not, as Dougherty pointed out, the Court’s actual job. Justice Kennedy himself famously claimed the role, calling in Planned Parenthood of Southeastern Pennsylvania v. Casey for “the contending sides of national controversy to end their national division.” Needless to say, that did not work; there are no injunctions to stay proceedings in the court of public opinion. And any institution that seemed capable of issuing them—one powerful enough, and free enough from preexisting legal rules, to respond to the felt exigencies of the time—is an institution that political actors cannot afford to leave uncaptured. A Court that can do just anything is too powerful a superweapon to leave lying around in a democracy; sooner or later, someone is bound to pick it up. Rather than work to put “moderates” at the controls, perhaps we should start thinking about disarmament.

I. THE LOTTERY

Epps and Sitaraman offer two proposals to place the Supreme Court “above politics.” The first is the “Supreme Court Lottery,” a form of rotation in office. It would staff the Court with a new nine-judge panel every two weeks, randomly selected among federal appellate judges (all of whom might first have to be
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The authors hope this rotation would reduce the temperature of any one appointment battle, “prevent the creation of cults of personality around the Justices,” and encourage “more minimalistic, narrow, deferential decisions.”

These goals are important ones, but the Lottery pursues them at a high risk of disaster. The basic problem is one of math. Even a perfectly fair lottery across a perfectly balanced appellate bench would not produce a balanced Supreme Court. Random chance would yield a partisan lineup of 7-2 in more than a sixth of all panels, and 6-3 in more than half. So the authors add two patches to the system: a five-Justice cap on same-party appointees for each panel, and a 6-3 supermajority requirement for overturning acts of Congress. These are tails that wag the dog: the briefly discussed patches are far more important than their underlying proposal.

To start with, the five-Justice cap means that Justices appointed by different Presidents would have different opportunities to serve on the Court, and that Democratic and Republican Presidents would have different authorities to staff it. Had Adlai Stevenson won the 1952 election, for example, his appointees would have competed for the same five slots with every circuit judge from the previous twenty years, while President Eisenhower’s appointees would have waltzed into One First Street. Is limiting the Justices’ opportunity to hear cases, depending on which Presidents are subsequently elected, consistent with the guarantee that they “shall hold their Offices during good Behaviour”? (Could Congress impose a one-Justice cap for whichever party were out of power?)

Constitutionality aside, the political consequences of the cap are just as uncertain. A partisan-balance rule hard-coded for a two-party system can be shattered by the emergence of third parties, or by the borderline-plausible relabeling of existing ones. If the GOP rebranded as the “American Party,” it could campaign on a promise of appointing new judges who would be free of the cap, unlike the still-serving Democratic appointees. President Trump has appointed
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roughly a quarter of the federal appellate bench since January 2017, so this is no minor detail.

The 6–3 supermajority rule is bolder still, and more likely to violate the Constitution. Congress has power to make laws “necessary and proper for carrying into Execution” the judicial power, as well as to prescribe “Regulations” for the Court’s appellate jurisdiction. So Congress can require a quorum for the Court to act and maybe it can displace the common-law majority-voting rule, requiring a supermajority to enter orders or to disturb judgments on appeal. Yet can it pick and choose among different substantive holdings—requiring a supermajority to express one legal conclusion, but letting a minority of Justices bind the Court to another? That would not carry the judicial power into execution, so much as control its exercise. Congress can supply statutory rules of decision, but it cannot tell the courts what to think about the law. (Could the next Congress require 9–0 votes to overturn environmental regulations or abortion laws? The authors do not say.)

A supermajority rule is not some neutral intervention that merely gets the Court out of our hair. It shifts power to Congress in particular: it privileges federal statutes from ordinary judicial review, and it weakens individual rights, along with the independent authority of the President and the states. Applying the rule to state laws too, as the authors briefly suggest, is entirely unworkable: should two states claim power over the same question, or should both Congress and a state do so, a 5–4 Court would be unable to rule either way. Even as to federal statutes, the rule creates severe incentives for misdirection: a strained constitutional-avoidance holding needs only five votes, while reading a statute fairly and striking it down takes six. A supermajority requirement thus remakes a substantial part of our legal order simply to avoid the unintended consequences of some other attempt at reform. And it does much more damage to our traditions of
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The authors’ other proposal is the “Balanced Bench.” The Court would have ten permanent Justices—five Democrats and five Republicans—who would invite five other federal judges to sit by designation for limited terms. Because both sides would have to agree, the Justices might choose at least “one moderate (or at least ideologically unpredictable) Justice whose vote could break ties”: the second coming, one imagines, of Justice Kennedy.

The proposal is intriguing, and it might succeed at producing a mushy-middle Court. (Though who fills the permanent seats? If a Republican Justice dies during a Democratic administration and is replaced with the equivalent of a Justice John Paul Stevens, all the ideological battles over control of the Court come right back.) Even if it works, however, the plan comes with serious costs. Permanently labeling certain Justices as Democrats or Republicans—making their party membership the very condition of their holding their seats—raises rather than lowers the salience of partisanship. It undermines, rather than supports, the authors’ “very idea of law itself, as an enterprise separate from politics.”
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Existing partisan-balance requirements have their own issues, but they generally do not function as political spoils systems. As in the authors’ Lottery proposal, they often cap the number of appointees of the same party. This mostly works in practice, because neither Republicans nor Democrats really want the Greens or the Constitution Party on the Federal Election Commission. But Presidents might be happy to nominate such people to the Supreme Court, where they might be even more reliable votes for their ideological bloc. By contrast, requiring five Democrats and five Republicans on the Court would render all independents and minor-party members statutorily ineligible for office. Maybe they were unlikely to have been appointed anyway; still, inscribing that requirement in statute would offend our traditions of free speech and association.

Alternatively, the authors suggest requiring the President to choose from lists provided by a bipartisan commission or Senate leaders. This requirement plainly violates the Appointments Clause, letting the commission or the Senate seize the President’s power to “nominate . . . Judges of the supreme Court.” The authors note that a similar system is used for some District of Columbia courts, but that is a non sequitur, as territorial judges do not wield the “judicial Power of the United States.” Officers of a territorial government may or may not be “Officers of the United States,” whom the President has exclusive power to nominate. But “Judges of the supreme Court” certainly are.

The authors believe they “have solid responses” to these constitutional objections. Yet they are willing to advance proposals they see as “plausibly constitutional,” notwithstanding the “significant risk that the Supreme Court itself would strike down reform on constitutional grounds.” As constitutional crises go, a dispute over the Court’s lawful membership seems like a worst-case
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scenario: imagine standoffs outside the Court building, contests for the loyalty of the Supreme Court Police, and so on. (The authors are uncertain whether the old Court or the reformed one would have authority to hear these challenges; if they cannot tell, how will we?) So the authors encourage Congress to add severability clauses that would pack the Court or strip its jurisdiction if it rules against their reforms. In other words, the authors would employ the very devices they decry as potentially “damaging the rule of law” in order to bludgeon the Justices into accepting “constitutional arguments that are less than bulletproof.” If legitimacy is the goal, this cure seems worse than the disease.

III. LEGITIMACY

One might wonder if the game is worth the candle. If saving the Court means running such risks, are we sure that the Court needs saving? Is there any “legitimacy crisis” at all? The authors contend that there is, but their case may fail to persuade a reader with different legal or political priors.

“Legitimacy” is a word of many meanings. The authors are most concerned with the Court’s “sociological” legitimacy—the “prevailing public attitudes” toward the Court as an institution, and especially the public’s willingness to accept a judicial settlement of contested issues. On one broad review of the empirical literature, however, we simply know very little about what promotes or undermines this kind of respect for the courts. That weakens the case for radical reform.

Indeed, from the available data, it’s hardly clear that the public has lost much confidence in the Court. Even after the nominations of Justices Gorsuch and Kavanaugh, polls suggest that trust in the Court has remained largely the same over
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the last decade, its approval rating may even have gone up. Perhaps these crude measures overlook deeper trends or longer-term declines—but the past thirty years have seen declining trust in many American institutions, and the Supreme Court is in better shape than some. Regardless, a post-2016 legitimacy crisis among the general public ought to show up somewhere in the general data, and not just in the channels of liberal opinion.

So what explains the sense of crisis that underlies the calls for radical reform? Consider a few alternative explanations:

**Partisanship.** The current Court is the first in many years in which party labels and judicial ideology are fully aligned. Yet this is a distinction without a difference. Why should one believe, per Lee Epstein and Eric Posner, that the Court will now “be seen by the public as a party-dominated institution,” if the general public has no idea who appointed Justice David Souter, let alone Justice James McReynolds? When ordinary Americans think about the 5-4 vote in *District of Columbia v. Heller*, do they remember that two Republican appointees were in dissent (Justices Stevens and Souter), or do they just think of the Court as split 5-4 along the usual lines? The judicial philosophies are what matter, not the party labels.
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Polarization. Judicial philosophies do seem farther apart than in the past. The authors fear that the conservative majority will employ “doctrinal theories that are at least open to serious question” to “strike down laws that progressives favor.” But as they recognize, the main legal question hanging over the Kavanaugh hearings was whether the Court would overturn Roe v. Wade. And whatever one thinks of its merits, such a decision would presumably employ long-familiar theories to uphold various laws. By shifting attention to state legislatures, a reversal of Roe seems unlikely to make the Court, at least over the long term, “even more of a political focal point than it is right now.” In any case, one might wonder why the legal academy failed to perceive a similar crisis of polarization in 2016, when many people expected a liberal Court, also split 5-4 on party lines, to use theories “at least open to serious question” to “strike down laws” that others favor. Judge Merrick Garland enjoys a moderate reputation, but standard measures of ideology show him to be much more liberal than Justice Kennedy is conservative—leading the New York Times, after his nomination, to anticipate “the most liberal Supreme Court in 50 years.” Had this come to pass, would it not have led “half the country,” as the authors put it, “[to see] the majority of Justices as political agents working for the other team”? Does polarization only matter in one direction?

Process. The last three confirmation battles were surely unusual. The Senate declined, sans hearing, to consent to Judge Garland’s appointment—and then it consented, under circumstances of great controversy, to those of Justices Gorsuch and Kavanaugh. To some, what happened in these confirmation proceedings should be taken to invalidate their ultimate outcomes. But these were ordinary vacancies that had to be filled, and the Senate’s decisions about how to fill them were decisions of substance, as well as of procedure: it had to make a judgment about who should hold the office of Associate Justice and about what kind of job the nominee might do there. If the Senate’s judgments were wrong, even seriously wrong, that might be a ground for passionate objection, but usually not for charges of illegitimacy. The Senate was surely the proper body to
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decide, and it was neither bribed nor threatened; the Senators made their choices of their own free will, and they had every opportunity to vote “no.” One might say that the Senate’s decisions “call[ed] the contending sides of a national controversy to end their national division by accepting a common mandate rooted in the Constitution.”66 This rhetoric may be convincing to few (as it has been before); but if so, what does that tell us about the procedural concerns?

**Pedigree.** The authors cite the current Court’s “serious democratic deficits” and “lack of democratic pedigree,” which they lay at the feet of the Senate and the Electoral College.67 On this argument, the plurality of voters who preferred Hillary Clinton, and the majority of voters who chose President Barack Obama, were entitled to fill any vacancies with Justices who shared their views. Strangely, this argument renders Justice Souter illegitimate too: the majority of voters who chose President George H.W. Bush had their deepest judicial preferences frustrated by a countermajority of one. If the goal is a Court that “follows th’ illication returns,”68 then Justice Souter would seem a far greater threat to the Court’s democratic legitimacy than Senator McConnell—whose maneuvers Justice Souter may have indirectly triggered, encouraging Republicans to “make dangerous plays to win the lost point back.”69

Viewed another way, of course, Justice Souter’s legitimacy is obvious. He was appointed by the President with the Senate’s consent; his job was not to support anyone’s political program, but to “support this Constitution”70 by his own best lights. Yet Justice Souter’s example shows us how hard it is to talk about “legitimacy” in isolation from the merits. Had the Justice turned out as his supporters had hoped, the 5-4 conservative Court that some now consider a crisis would have arrived on schedule in October 1991. One might celebrate or denounce that Court for its conservatism, of course, but why would a similar realignment be so extraordinary today? It is hard to escape the conclusion that the sense of crisis depends on whose ox is gored.
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IV. SUPERWEAPONS

“[L]egitimacy is for losers”\textsuperscript{71}: it helps those on the outs to accept a result and live to fight another day. If the Supreme Court’s legitimacy is in crisis, it is because both sides are increasingly unwilling to take a loss and move on. Their ideological distance renders unthinkable the ordinary transfer of power. The source of that crisis, however, may well be the aggrandizement of the Court’s own influence, and the fearsome scope of its powers. Tinkering with the Court’s machinery will not solve that problem; we need to make those powers less fearsome to begin with.

The authors’ discussion of legitimacy reveals a vast intellectual gulf separating the two sides. Many legal conservatives do not see the current Court as a “citadel of justice” floating “above the political fray,”\textsuperscript{72} much as they might like to. Nor do they see a world in which a “conservative majority was earned using underhanded tactics,” in order to “block [the Democrats’] favored policies.”\textsuperscript{73} Rather, they see a world in which the other side has engaged in “underhanded tactics,” misconstruing the Constitution not to “block their favored policies” — in which the other side refuses to “admit defeat” on various projects of constitutional amendment,\textsuperscript{74} successfully “identifying ideologically reliable nominees”\textsuperscript{75} and letting the substance of the Constitution take something of a back seat.\textsuperscript{76}

This is not to say these conservatives are right. It is to say that claims about “legitimacy” in a two-party system count for very little unless they can also be seen through the other party’s eyes. Confronted with the fact that Democrats have appointed only four Justices in the last fifty years, while the Republicans
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\textsuperscript{74}. Id. at 176 (quoting Michael Klarman, Why Democrats Should Pack the Supreme Court, TAKE CARE (Oct. 15, 2018), https://takecareblog.com/blog/why-democrats-should-pack-the-supreme-court [https://perma.cc/62LV-PBNH]); cf. Barry Cushman, Court-Packing and Compromise, 29 CONST. COMMENT. 1, 3 (2013) (“[T]here was disagreement within the [Roosevelt] administration and in the broader liberal legal community over the form that such an amendment should take, and indeed over whether one should be offered at all. Two years of effort by Justice Department lawyers had failed to yield an acceptable proposal.”).
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(with more fortunate timing) have appointed fourteen, many liberals conclude that the deck has been stacked against them—that the Supreme Court is actually theirs by right. But many conservatives look at the very same numbers (and at the judicial records of Justices Blackmun, Stevens, O’Connor, Kennedy, and Souter, among others) and conclude that the deck has been stacked against them: the voting booth has proven helpless against the proverbial Georgetown cocktail-party circuit, a force just as arbitrary and countermajoritarian as the timing of retirements. If both sides believe that the game has been rigged, it is hardly surprising that neither wants to play by the rules.

The modern conservative legal movement was born at a time when the shoe was on the other foot, and when many conservatives perceived a crisis of judicial legitimacy. Its sense that the Court had gone off the rails was only partly due to policy objections to Warren Court rulings—many of which, by the 1980s, had already gained broad political acceptance. It was also due to the perception, shared even by many outside the movement, that the Court had lost its “internal” legitimacy as a simple matter of legal craft; that its “handiwork in constitutional cases” had not lived up “to the standards of professionalism, responsibility, intellectual coherence, and intellectual honesty that have applied to the decisions of courts in the common-law tradition.” A Court that rests decisions of extraordinary social importance on “the right to define one’s own concept of existence, of meaning, of the universe, and of the mystery of human life” may do more to promote the image of “politicians in robes,” and to undermine “public confidence in the very idea of law itself,” than any number of 5-4 decisions.

As Tara Leigh Grove has pointed out, different kinds of legitimacy may conflict with one another. Reliably serving up centrist results can trade off with actually following the law in a coherent way. Ideological movements will always try to put their fellow travelers on the Court, but how much damage they can do there partly depends on the Court’s perceived freedom of action, which itself partly depends on broader commitments to the rule of law. If the judiciary
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appears less clearly bound by legal principle, then it is harder to avoid the sense (increasingly common among partisans on both sides) that five Justices could conceivably adopt any position on any issue, and that “the legislatures’ judgments will matter not a bit.” 84

Control of the Court might then seem more important than control of the nuclear codes; it would be a superweapon too powerful ever to be entrusted to the other side. That is why threats of court-packing are so tempting, and so dangerous: because they envision a Court without rules, through which a determined party with possession of Congress and the White House can do anything it wants. And those who oppose the ruling party—who would have neither the guarantees of a written Constitution nor the traditions of a parliamentary system to protect them—will feel entitled, or even obliged, to do anything to stop it. Why “feel compelled to let the Court block [your] favored policies for a generation or more,” 85 when only a few measly norms stand in the way?

To some legal conservatives, this too might seem familiar. Not long after Casey, the religious journal First Things held a symposium on “The End of Democracy.” 86 Having watched the pro-life movement win three successive presidential elections, only to be defeated 5-4 at the Court, the editors asked whether a regime that no longer ruled “by the consent of the governed” had lost its claim to legitimacy and should be opposed by extralegal means. 87 These impulses were eventually quieted, in part by a conviction that there was still a path forward, and that it was “better to accept the system’s basic legitimacy and work within it for change than to take steps, violent or otherwise, that risk blowing the entire apparatus up.” 88 Similar conclusions might take hold today. Norms can strengthen as well as erode; having peered over the edge of the abyss, we might choose to take a few steps back.

In that effort to restore legitimacy, legal conservatives might have a few ideas to offer. Given the depth of our country’s polarization, maybe we should require less by way of social agreement, relying somewhat more on private ordering and reducing the number of questions that the political process needs to answer. Maybe we should reduce the scope of that process, encouraging working agreements by different parts of the country when consensus is lacking in the whole.

84. Hewitt, supra note 5.
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And maybe, to reduce the threat of the Supreme-Court-as-superweapon—capable of vaporizing any target that shows up in the Justices’ gunsights—we should precommit to limiting the Court’s freedom of action, binding it to some discrete set of preexisting rules until there is a very broad consensus for changing them. (We could even write those rules down on a piece of paper, to be kept in the National Archives—and change them only by agreement of, say, two-thirds of each House of Congress, and some three-fourths or so of the states.)

Limited government, federalism, originalism, and so on may seem like naïve—and convenient—solutions to a bipartisan legitimacy crisis. And perhaps they are. But the Constitution was not designed for a nation of high-school civics teachers, full of corny enthusiasm for powdered wigs and tricorn hats. It was adopted for, and repeatedly amended by, those who had lived through civil war, economic crisis, and profound moral disagreement (over human slavery, among other topics). If, today, in circumstances of relative peace and plenty, our disagreements seem too great for us to bear, perhaps we should think more about the devices they used to make bad compromises when the alternatives seemed even worse.

CONCLUSION

If the Supreme Court needs saving—a doubtful proposition to begin with—it will be saving from itself, and from too broad a conception of its own legal omnipotence. These problems will not be solved by technical quick-fixes or institutional restructuring. Despite Justice Kennedy’s hopes, the Court on its own cannot end national divisions or reconcile the contending sides. We will have to do that instead.
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